CDW has vast experience in providing managed, secure Desktop as a Service (DaaS) solutions for organizations in many industries. You can provision either Windows or Linux desktops in just a few minutes and quickly scale to provide thousands of desktops to workers across the globe. Using WorkSpaces from AWS, CDW can provide you with the ability to grant your educators, staff and students access to the information and resources they need from anywhere, at any time and on any device, including mobile.

AWS WorkSpaces-in-a-Box can help you achieve:

- Enable Remote Access
- Keep Your Data Secure
- Simplify Desktop Delivery

**Orchestrating the Right Solution**

**What’s in the box?**
CDW will provide a turnkey solution for your institution, including¹:
- 10 WorkSpaces instances
- Configuration of necessary AWS environment in order to support this service
- VPN connection to your on-premises infrastructure
- Setup and configuration of the AWS Active Directory connector
- Essential knowledge transfer

**Next steps?**
To learn more about AWS WorkSpaces-in-a-Box — or our full cloud services portfolio — contact your account manager.
800.800.4239 | CDW.com/services

Use this link for more information on AWS WorkSpaces: https://aws.amazon.com/workspaces/

**CDW gets AWS**

Growth in cloud-based services and infrastructure means organizations are finding it harder to manage technology complexity. CDW will help you adopt and integrate AWS securely, provide ongoing support, or we can manage the environment for you. CDW can help you scale where needed, as well as keep you informed of any changes and help you maximize the ROI on your AWS investments and achieve your business outcomes faster. CDW has achieved multiple certifications for AWS and is one of a handful of Advanced Consulting Partners.

**CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey**

Design → Orchestrate → Manage → On-Premises → On-Journey → Cloud-Based

¹Some restrictions may apply.